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   General sale conditions                                 

 
2019-2020 Price 

Discovery Advantage Season 

30/09/19 to 25/10/19 
04/11/19 to20/12/19 
05/01/20 to 03/04/20  

21/12/19 to04/01/20 
04/04/20 to 29/04/20  

26/10/19 to 03/11/19 
30/04/20 to 26/09/20 

 

Hotel equipped with a lift Room  Room  Room  

 Bathroom with shower, hairdryer, double bed 1,60M or 
twin beds of 0,90M,  flat screen LCD TV, telephone,  

Free internet access or room for handicapped person 
78€  88 €  98 à 118€  

 
Family room with double bed 1,60 m and bed of 0,90 m 
double vanity unit, hairdryer,  independent toilets, large 

bathtub, phones, 
Flat screen LCD TV, free internet access 

130€  140€  150 à 170€  

 
Suite with king size bed 2m x 2m, equipped with a double 

vanity unit, a hairdryer with bathtub and shower, 
 Independent toilets, fireplace,  telephone,  

large screen LCD TV, privative terrace. 

130€  140€  155 à 170€  

Prices do not include tourist tax: 1,25€ per day and per person, free for under 18. 

Supplements:    Breakfast: 13€    Extra Bed: 16€    Pet: 12€ 
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Deposit:  The reservations are considered firm only when accompanied by a  deductible deposit : 30 % of the amount of the stay for more than 3 nights, 

or      50 % of the amount for the stay for less than  3 nights. 

Cancellation:   According to measures set out  by the article N 1590 of the French civil code, «any paid deposit of guarantee remain definitively 

acquired» Politics of our establishment: cancellation less than 48 hours before the planned arrival, the deposit is  definitively acquired  and a night rate is due.  

Cancellation less  than 21 days before the planned arrival, the deposit is definitively acquired. Cancellation more than 21 days before the planned arrival the 

deposit  can be transferred to a later booking or reclaimed . 

Shortened stay:   For any interruption to  your stay not indicated 72 hours before planned date, the night rate  will be charged by the 

establishment as compensation. 

Arrival time:  Any reservation is maintained till 6 pm . Thank you let us know of any late arrival. 

Departure:   Rooms must be vacated by 11:30 am 

Arrival:  We shall do everything we can so that your room is ready as soon as possible. It is however necessary to plan your arrival after 2:00 pm 

Half board:  Price  HALF PENSION 1 PERSON (Breakfast + diner or lunch) per day and per  person to be added to the room rate  (drinks not included) 

* Adult : 37€              *  Children under 10 : 27€  

The half board package applies to stays of tree nights minimum. 

 


